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Your Task
(Should you choose to accept it)

• On your post-it (attached to the 
handout), write either a question 
or an idea to share during the 
discussion. of providing either a 
question or an idea for the 
discussion.  M



Who are the Fugees?



Who are 
the Fugees?

Refugee Soccer + 
program  initiated by 
Coach Luma Mufleh
Soccer as motivator, energizer, 
self-esteem builder
Education and high expectation 
as essential components 
for kid success



Who are 
the Fugees?

Students from Afghanistan,
Bosnia, Burundi, Burma (Karan), 
Cuba, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, 
Iraq, Liberia, Nigeria, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan
Program includes (beyond soccer)

Tutoring
Fugees Academy
Literacy Camp
Resources and support



Thesis

• Summer is important and can be incredibly 
enriching to refugee kids 



Research Background

Possible correlation between 
physical activity and academic 
performance (Trudeau & Shepherd, 
2008)

Soccer as motivator, energizer, self-
esteem builder as students 
work through writing 
workshops  (Walker, 2002)  



Research Background

English language regression of 
immigrant learners during the 
summer (Werner-Smith & Smolkin, 
1995)

How poor children spend their 
time in the summer  
(Chall et al, 1990; Entwisle, 
Alexander & Steffel, 1997)



Research Background

Defying tracking phenomena 
(Callahan, 2005)

In other words, take students 
tracked into low performing arenas 
and treat them as members of high-
track programs. In short, treat 
students tacitly with 
high expectations.



Research Background

In summers, almost all the African 
American children in Atlanta lost 
ground

—Entwisle, Alexander, 
and Steffel, 1997, p 22



Research Background

What works to create long-term , self-initiating 
learners (Freeman, Freeman, and Mercuri, 
2003; Levine & McCloskey, 2009)

Research on sustained silent reading (Cho and 
Krashen, 1994)

Self-expression and cultural representation 
through personal writing process (Zaragoza, 
1997;  Klingner & Vaughn, 2000)

Treating children as authors (Zaragoza 
& Dwyer, 2005; Ada & Campoy, 2003)



Motivation

It’s there to be tapped.

Soccer, for example







Science
We made it rain!)



People• Q:  

• We worked with teachers, peers, 
visitors, volunteer readers, coaches

• Older kids read 
with younger 
ones



Films
• Q: how far is it to a star?

• Wall-E was an inspiration and 
language motivator for everyone!



• A visit with local ecologist to test water in a 
stream revealed amazing unknown abilities.

Field Trips



Saw Ba Revised Writing Sample July 25, 2008



Writing helped us know what 
kids had learned and what 

they needed to learn.



Culture

–Music

• Public dances with Michael Jackson music

–Personal histories

• Peer interviews

• Poetry and writing



Culture

• 2-way cultural connections
–Students’ own cultures and 

connections with the new one



Using GoogleEarth to fly from space to school to space to where we were born.  

GoogleEarth



Personal histories

• Frames and practice questions for 
lower proficiency levels



Back home, I remember . . .

smells plants and 
trees

foods other things



Back home, I remember . . .

Family member Used to say



Back home, I remember . . .

Where I slept descriptions



I am . . .
I am ___
I can ___
I am ___
I love ___
I dream of ___, ___ and ___
I am like a ___ because I ___
I am like a ___ because I ___
I am like a ___ because I ___
I am ___.



I am from _____, _____, and _____. [the smells].
I am from _____, _____, and _____. [the plants and the trees.]
I am from _____, _____, and _____. [favorite foods]

I am from my _____ [family member] who said, “_____.” [call]
I am from my _____ [family member] who said, “_____.” [call]
I am from my _____ [family member] who said, “_____.” [call]

I am from _____ [sleeping place]. I am from_____, _____, and _____.  
[memories of that sleeping place].

I am _____.



Personal histories

• I am Jonas.

• I can play soccer.

• I am 18 years old.

• I love to be at school.

• I dream of being president 
and secretary.



• I am like a lion because I 
like to roar.

• I am like a fish because I 
like to swim.

• I am like a cat because I 
like to respect other 
people.

Personal histories



• I am good.

• I am from ugali, African 
cigarettes, and mangoes.

• I am from my mom, who 
said, “Lazy boy!”

• I am from my grandmom, 
who said, “I love you.”

Personal histories



• I am from my uncle, who 
said, “Good future!”

• I am from the street. I am 
from the sidewalk and 
banana trees.

• I am Jonas.

Personal histories



• Linguistic puzzle pieces may 
demand more attention for 
teenagers

• Assessment
–Being judged against NESs

• Interrupted education

• Health

Issues refugees bring



• BICS development quite clear
–CALP and sufficient time for attention 

far less clear

• More accented pronunciation 
with many teenagers

Language



Assessment
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Reading Inventory Results
Mean Age

(years) = 13.7
7th or 8th grade

Word List
(grade level) 

= 5.36
(sd 2.23)

Passage 
Pre-test

(GL) = 4.60
(sd 2.39)

Passage Post-test 
(GL) = 5.62
(sd 3.16)

Gain
(GL) = 1.02
(sd 2.77)

ns (p=.24)



Decoding
Significant differences not observed (p=.28)
95% confidence level analysis suggests most Fugees are 
decoding a year ahead of their reading comprehension.

Word lists
Mean = 5.36

SD = 2.23
95% CL: 4.36 thru 6.36

Range: 0.50 thru 8.50

Passages
Mean = 4.60
SD = 2.32
95% CL: 3.59 thru 5.60
Range: 0.50 thru 9.50

N=21



Possible reading comprehension gains?
Significant differences not observed (p=.24) 
95% confidence levels are compelling!

N=21

Pre
Mean = 4.60

SD = 2.23
95% CL: 4.36 thru 6.36

Range: 0.50 thru 9.50

Post
Mean = 5.62
SD = 2.32
95% CL: 3.59 thru 5.60
Range: 0.50 thru 9.50



• Significant differences not demonstrated in 
reading or writing within 4 weeks

• However, skews show that regression is clearly 
being avoided

• Students have so much to be proud of and yet 
are viewed as “behind”

Interrupted education



• Glasses

• Teeth

• Ears
–Deafness

Health



Music Video

• Here’s a music video we made 
that shows it all we did that 
shows it all. 

• Family Time

01-Fugees Family Time MASTER.mov


• questions, more questions and 
ideas.  

Discussion



Our questions:



• If we can make it happen in the summer, what 
should we do during the rest of the year? 

• How should we assess English learners? 

• What do teachers need to know to do this?  
Could TFAs do it?

• Art?


